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Hey Team,
Don’t you just love that feeling when you’re able to pull everything together and it really works? Earlier
this week I got to do an incredible 2 Day VIP Shopping Trip with an amaaazing client. We had so much
fun, and she was able to walk away with a brand new wardrobe that she looks and feels fabulous in!
(Cue happy dance!!)
As a stylist I have a whole stash of secret weapons up my sleeve that I use to make sh*t happen for my
clients. And while we were out in the trenches this week (a.k.a. The Mall, Beverly Center, The Plus Blus,
Nordstrom, LK Bennett, and other fabulous stores), the secret weapon I used the most was actually
one I keep around my waist – my belt.
And let’s be clear, I was not using it to drive off competing shoppers or to keep unruly sales staff in
line (not that I wasn’t tempted). It actually came in handy for pulling everything together.
My client would try on a potential outfit and I would style it there in the fitting room, often adding my
belt to the ensemble to see if that was the missing element needed to tie things together.
And voilà! Gorgeous outfit complete.
Why? Because belts are perfect for bringing the elements of your outfit together and giving it a more
polished, “complete” look.
And if you wear clothing above a size 12, you may have found that a lot of the tops and dresses
available to you are pretty shapeless. But when you throw a belt around a loose garment, you can
suddenly create the shape and silhouette that you want, instead of getting lost in the fabric.
Belts are one of my favorite accessories because they make it easy to look great. But over the years
I’ve found that many of my clients hate wearing belts or are afraid to try them.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=40f0357cd1&view=pt&q=hate%20belts&qs=true&search=query&th=157ffd04cc9ef059&siml=157ffd04cc9ef059
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So earlier this year I created an episode of Crystal Cave TV to help address some of the underlying
issues that cause many women to feel resistant to belts. I'm bringing it back now to help you with your
Fall fashion!
If you feel uncomfortable or self-conscious when you’re wearing a belt, I encourage you to check this
out!
Click here to fall in love with wearing belts.

Because fall is the perfect time to bring more belts into your wardrobe! Bulky sweaters and ruffled
tops (currently on-trend!) are crying out for more shape, which you can easily get by throwing on a
cute belt.
And if your closet’s fresh out of cute belts, check out some of my favs of the season below. And I've
got even more on my blog, you can find them all HERE.
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Xo,
Crystal
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